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MINUTES OF SHIRE OF YORK
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING
HELD AT THE COUNCIL CHAMBERS, YORK TOWN HALL, YORK
ON TUESDAY, 4 AUGUST 2020 AT 5.00
The York Shire Council acknowledges the traditional owners of the land on which this
meeting is being held.

1

OPENING

1.1

Declaration of Opening
Cr Denese Smythe, Shire President, declared the meeting open at 5.02pm.

1.2

Disclaimer
The Shire President advised the following:
“I wish to draw attention to the Disclaimer Notice contained within the agenda document
and advise members of the public that any decisions made at the meeting today, can be
revoked, pursuant to the Local Government Act 1995.
Therefore members of the public should not rely on any decisions until formal notification in
writing by Council has been received. Any plans or documents in agendas and minutes may
be subject to copyright. The express permission of the copyright owner must be obtained
before copying any copyright material.”

1.3

Standing Orders
Nil

1.4

Announcement of Visitors
Hon Laurie Graham MLC
Hon Darren West MLC (arrived at 5.08pm)

1.5

Declarations of Interest that Might Cause a Conflict
Nil

1.6

Declaration of Financial Interests
Nil

1.7

Disclosure of Interests that May Affect Impartiality
Cr Kevin Trent – SY118-08/20 - Environmental Review Document: Great Southern Landfill
at Allawuna Farm

2

ATTENDANCE

2.1

Members
Cr Denese Smythe, Shire President; Cr Denis Warnick, Deputy Shire President;
Cr Ashley Garratt; Cr Pam Heaton; Cr Stephen Muhleisen; Cr Kevin Trent
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Staff
Chris Linnell, Chief Executive Officer; Darren Wallace, Executive Manager, Infrastructure &
Development Services; Helen D'Arcy-Walker, Council & Executive Support Officer

2.3

Apologies
Nil

2.4

Leave of Absence Previously Approved
Nil

2.5

Number of People in the Gallery at Commencement of Meeting
There were eight people in the Gallery at the commencement of the meeting.

3

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
Public Question Time is conducted in accordance with the Act and Regulations. In addition
to this the Shire’s Council Meetings Local Law 2016 states –
6.7 Other procedures for question time for the public
(1)

A member of the public who wishes to ask a question during question time must
identify themselves and register with a Council Officer immediately prior to the
meeting.

(2)

A question may be taken on notice by the Council for later response.

(3)

When a question is taken on notice the CEO is to ensure that—
(a)
(b)

(4)

a response is given to the member of the public in writing; and
a summary of the response is included in the agenda of the next meeting of the
Council.

Where a question relating to a matter in which a relevant person has an interest is
directed to the relevant person, the relevant person is to—
(a)
(b)

declare that he or she has an interest in the matter; and
allow another person to respond to the question.

(5)

Each member of the public with a question is entitled to ask up to 2 questions before
other members of the public will be invited to ask their questions.

(6)

Where a member of the public provides written questions then the Presiding Member
may elect for the questions to be responded to as normal business correspondence.

(7)

The Presiding Member may decide that a public question shall not be responded to
where—
(a)

(b)

(c)

the same or similar question was asked at a previous meeting, a response was
provided and the member of the public is directed to the minutes of the meeting
at which the response was provided;
the member of the public uses public question time to make a statement,
provided that the Presiding Member has taken all reasonable steps to assist the
member of the public to phrase the statement as a question; or
the member of the public asks a question that is offensive or defamatory in
nature, provided that the Presiding Member has taken all reasonable steps to
assist the member of the public to phrase the question in a manner that is not
offensive or defamatory.
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A member of the public shall have 2 minutes to submit a question.

(9)

The Council, by resolution, may agree to extend public question time.
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(10) Where any questions remain unasked at the end of public question time they may be
submitted to the CEO who will reply in writing and include the questions and answers
in the agenda for the next ordinary Council meeting.
(11) Where an answer to a question is given at a meeting, a summary of the question and
the answer is to be included in the minutes.
Public Question Time Commenced at 5.04pm.
3.1

Written Questions – Current Agenda
Nil

3.2

Public Question Time
Nil
As there were no questions presented – Public Question Time concluded at 5.04pm.

4

APPLICATIONS FOR LEAVE OF ABSENCE
Nil

5

PRESENTATIONS

5.1

Petitions
Nil

5.2

Presentations
Nil

5.3

Deputations
Nil

5.4

Delegations’ Reports
Nil

6

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY PRESIDING MEMBER WITHOUT DISCUSSION
Nil
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Disclosure of Interest – Cr Kevin Trent – Impartial – I have contacted the owner, Mr Robert
Chester and did arrange to meet with him on the property to inspect the site of the proposed
landfill development
Cr Trent read the Impartiality Declaration - … With regard to the Environmental Review
Document: Great Southern Landfill at Allawuna Farm the matter in Item SY118-08/20 I
disclose that I have an association with the applicant (or person seeking a decision). The
association is I have contacted the owner, Mr Robert Chester and did arrange to meet with
him on the property to inspect the site of the proposed landfill development. As a
consequence, there may be a perception that my impartiality on the matter may be affected.
I declare that I will consider this matter on its merits and vote accordingly.

7

OFFICER'S REPORTS

SY118-08/20 ENVIRONMENTAL REVIEW DOCUMENT: GREAT SOUTHERN LANDFILL AT
ALLAWUNA FARM
File Number:

GR2.290

Author:

Carly Rundle, Senior Planner

Authoriser:

Darren Wallace, Executive Manager, Infrastructure & Development
Services

Previously before
Council:

Not Applicable.

Appendices:

1.

Submission

NATURE OF COUNCIL’S ROLE IN THE MATTER
Advocative.
PURPOSE OF REPORT
To seek Council endorsement of a formal submission on the Environmental Review Document for
the Great Southern Landfill at Allawuna Farm.
BACKGROUND
On the 14 April 2014, the Wheatbelt Joint Development Assessment Panel (JDAP) refused a
development application to construct and use a portion of Lot 4869, 5931, 9926 and 26934 Great
Southern Highway, Saint Ronans (the subject land) for a class II landfill facility. The applicant
subsequently filed an Application for review with the State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) on 24 April
2014. As part of this SAT review process, the applicant submitted an amended application to the
JDAP, which was refused by the JDAP on 31 August 2015.
On 8 March 2016, the SAT upheld the appeal and approved the application subject to conditions.
The Department of Environmental Regulations (now DWER) subsequently issued a works approval
to SITA Australia on the 17 March 2016. SITA then revoked the works approval at its request on the
11 August 2016 when it was determined that they would no longer be proceeding with the
development.
A new applicant Alkina Holdings Pty Ltd submitted a new works approval application to the DWER
on the 21 July 2017 which is currently awaiting determination.
On the 10 April 2018, the Mid-West/Wheatbelt JDAP refused an application to extend the period
permitted for the development to be substantially commenced. On application to SAT, the SAT

Item SY118-08/20
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upheld the appeal and amended the substantial commencement period permitted by a further two
years to 8 March 2020.
On the 1 April 2019, the Minister for Environment issued a notice of decision to assess the proposal
pursuant to section 43(1) of the Environmental Protection Act 1986, which until completed effectively
places a prohibition on other authorities from issuing a decision(s) which would cause the proposal
to be implemented until the Minister issues a statement under section 45(5)(b) on the acceptability
of the impact of the development on the environment. The level of assessment was set at Public
Environmental Review.
On the 25 June 2020, the Regional JDAP refused a further application to extend the period permitted
for the development to be substantially commenced. At the current time no appeals against this
decision has been lodged with the SAT, and the development does not have a current planning
approval.
The Shire has received notification from the Department of Water and Environmental Regulation
(DWER) that the Environmental Review Document, submitted as part of the EPA assessment, is
available for public comment until the 10 August 2020.
COMMENTS AND DETAILS
The Environmental Review Document (ERD) is a report prepared by Alkina Holdings on their
environmental review which describes the proposal and its likely effects on the environment.
Following a review of the ERD, officers are of the opinion that the proposed landfill cannot be
considered to have an acceptable environmental impact. A detailed list of reasons why is provided
in the Submission (Appendix 1), which generally relates to the following:
•

The proposed landfill represents adhoc and unplanned development which is inconsistent
with orderly and proper planning.

•

The development is inconsistent with the State Planning Strategy 2050 and the Waste
Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy.

•

The Shire of York Town Planning Scheme No. 2 identifies the land use of ‘Waste Disposal
Facility’ as an ‘X’ use in the General Agriculture zone, which means that landfills are not
permitted or considered a compatible use in that zone. The development does not have a
current planning approval in place and an application to extend the permitted substantial
commencement period was refused by the Regional Joint Development Assessment Panel
on the 25 June 2020.

•

Aspects of the ERD such as bushfire management have not demonstrated to an adequate
level that the risk is acceptable in accordance with state policy.

Other comments on the contents of the ERD have been made where appropriate.
OPTIONS
The following options are also available to Council:
1. Endorse the submission as presented; or
2. Endorse the submission with modification; or
3. Not endorse the submission. If Council resolves to progress this option, the Shire will not be
making a submission on the ERD.
IMPLICATIONS TO CONSIDER
Consultative
The ERD has been released for public comment by the DWER for a period of 5 weeks.
Item SY118-08/20
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Strategic
Providing a submission on the ERD supports delivery of the following outcomes from the Shire of
York’s 2018-2028 Strategic Community Plan:
5.5
5.6

There is a strong collective voice on key issues of concern to the community.
There are high levels of community engagement in decision making.

The Allawuna landfill proposal was identified as a key area of concern to the community, where
Council will advocate for the community.
Policy Related
There are no other policy related implications associated with the recommendation.
Financial
There are no financial implications for the Shire associated with the officer’s recommendation.
Legal and Statutory
The ERD is provided for public comment as a requirement of the Environmental Protection Act 1986.
Risk Related
A landfill facility provides a range of environmental risks. The ERD provides management plans to
address these risks, which the Shire is able to make comment on via this submission. Following this
the EPA will make a recommendation to the Minister and the Minister will issue a statement on the
acceptability of the likely impact on the environment.
Workforce
There are no workforce implications associated with the officer’s recommendation.
VOTING REQUIREMENTS
Absolute Majority:

No

RESOLUTION
010820
Moved: Cr Ashley Garratt

Seconded: Cr Pam Heaton

That Council, with respect to the Environmental Review Document for the Great Southern
Landfill at Allawuna Farm (Assessment No. 2204) endorses the submission on behalf of the
Shire of York as detailed in Appendix 1 and requests the Chief Executive Officer to inform
the Environmental Protection Authority.
CARRIED: 6/0

Item SY118-08/20
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CLOSURE
The Shire President thanked everyone for their attendance and closed the meeting at
5.08pm

The minutes were confirmed by the Council as a true and accurate record at the Council Meeting
held on 25 August 2020.

_
SHIRE PRESIDENT

_
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